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Our proceedings are being watched by
Mary, who has some interest in anti-neutrinos



  

Motivation for this talk:  pre-NuInt09 puzzles

Quasi-elastic interactions

CC Coherent Pion

Resonance single pion production
and resonance to DIS transition

MiniBooNE low-energy excess

From La Sagrada Familia

Rik Gran, UM Duluth            NuInt09   Sitges, Es.



  

Disclaimers and discussion

In most cases, I am working from NuInt07 and earlier,
plus discussions since then.

I'm trying to hint at and generate enthusiasm for
a large number of new neutrino results at NuInt09

without (!) taking the fun away from those presenters.
(apology: I advertise some, but not every upcoming talk)

I will use plots from
two recent experiment preprint/publications

and a couple theory papers
that also have presentations this week



  

Puzzle One:  CC-quasielastic events



  

One-track events

Two-track QE events

QE fraction

Two-track non-QE events
to constrain background

(no Coherent Pi!)

K2K-SciFi CC-QE result 1.3 GeV O+Al

Poorly modeled lowest Q2

Fit MA above 0.2 GeV2

MA = 1.20 ± 0.12
SciBar at NuInt07 is similar

MA = 1.14 ± 0.10

D2 results:  ~1.05 ± 0.03

PRD74 052002 (2006)



  

MiniBooNE CC-QE result, 0.7 GeV Carbon
PRL100 032301 (2008)

MA = 1.23 ± 0.20
K =  1.019 ± 0.011

Fit only MA
with Q2 > 0.25

MA = 1.25 ± 0.12

Use additional
Pauli-suppression
to model lowest Q2

and fit whole range
with 2 parameters

Backgrounds



  

From T. Katori talk, NuInt07, B&W version in PRL paper

MiniBooNE alternate look at the data and model
Before fitting

muon kinetic energy (GeV)muon kinetic energy (GeV)

co
s(

θ μ
)



  

Apparent problem:  low Q2 affects MA fit

Our intuition is to measure the effective MA,
in these examples from a shape-only fit,

and we seek to draw conclusions about form factors
(or other nuclear effects, or background effects)

Low Q2 modeling needs to be improved
at the data analysis stage in order to accomplish this.

Fermi-Gas + Pauli-blocking parameters 
are simple to apply (too simple...)

and can be tuned to give agreement to the data.

Does this modeling error affect the extraction of MA?



  

Implied problem:  low Q2 affects MA fit
Study by Mark Dorman
show lowest Q2 effects
as a suppression factor
compared to Fermi Gas

Mark extracted the ratio
from plots of two papers
(other authors available)

Butkevich
PRC 78 015501 (2008)

Benhar+Meloni
ArXiv:0903.2329

Meloni talk Wednesday

Also on the plot is a simple implementation 
(in NEUGEN) of a Pauli suppression scheme

in same spirit to MiniBooNE's Kappa parameter.



  

MiniBooNE CC-QE result (NuInt07), 0.7 GeV Carbon
PRL100 032301 (2008)

The K parameter affects their distribution up near 0.25
(but the apparently high MA persists at high Q2)

MA = 1.23 ± 0.20
K =  1.019 ± 0.011

Fit only MA
with Q2 > 0.25

MA = 1.25 ± 0.12

An interplay
between K

and MABackgrounds



  

How are these different?

Overall suppression
of the event rate 

is similar

But the reach into the
primary MA fit region

is quite different

In the experimental Q2 distributions important
high statistics data bins between 0.2 and 0.3



  

Can we measure the absolute QE cross section

From NOMAD ArXiv:0812.4543v3
Talk by Lyubushkin later today

Comparison of Bubble Chamber D2 measurements 
and NOMAD's Carbon measurement



  

Can we measure the absolute QE cross section

Potential additions to this plot today and near future

BooNEs
MINOS Fe

NOMAD

Flux errors probably <= 15%



  

What good is the absolute QE cross section

The effective MA puzzle
might hinge on this.

The real MA connects the
absolute event rate and

the shape of Q2.

The effective MA might not.

Absolute cross sections
(or differential dσ/(dp dcosθ)

are an important step

MA=1.2
MA=1.1
MA=1.0

MA=1.2
MA=1.1
MA=1.0

Rate

Shape



  

Imagined outcomes cross section measurement
Shape gives MA ~1.2 but rate gives MA ~1.0

Maybe we are seeing a nuclear effect
or background distortion

OR
Shape gives MA ~1.2 and rate also gives ~1.2
We might be looking at a real form factor issue

or neutrino manifestation of meson exchange currents

Many nuclear effects reduce the total cross section,
mostly via low Q2 suppression

Some processes, like intranuclear rescattering,
can affect a purified selection, but we can notice

and evaluate migration to other anti-selected samples
especially as a function of Q2.



  

General concern about nuclear effects in reco

An experiment wants to take advantage of the
simple kinematics of QE or Resonance interactions

and reconstruct using only muon angle and momentum

We should expect several
distortions of the lepton kinematics

coming from too-simple nuclear model
giving distortions in MC compared to nature's model

Many of these distortions are supposed to become
negligible at higher energies.  

MiniBooNE/SciBooNE most affected, then K2K,
then the NuMI experiments, then NOMAD.



  

A. Butkevich 
PRC78 015501 

(2008) Fig.7
Points → bias

bars → variance

Bias in kinematic reconstructed neutrino energy

Example using muon kinematics only
forward muons with p > 0.2 GeV

assuming the target nucleon is at rest
(the reconstruction of MiniBooNE and K2K)

 and no additional detector effects.
This bias and variance should affect Q2 too.
(In contrast:  a calorimetric reconstruction can be unbiased)
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Implied problem:  resonance background
In the K2K-SciFi analysis
A background sample was
fit at the same time as QE

The (relative) background
rate is a fit parameter.

The shape via MA1π evaluated as a systematic 
but not fit.  (And Coherent Pion is suppressed here.)

This plot implies a modest shape discrepancy.
Experiments have evaluated this as a source of error
and now starting to measure this for its own sake.

(I will come back to this in a couple slides...)

Two-track nonQE
after fitting



  

Upcoming new results this week
MiniBooNE, SciBooNE, MINOS, NOMAD

When I think of the past QE results and these experiments,
here are things I'm looking for at this conference

Does the low Q2 suppression and mid-Q2 MA results
change with incident neutrino energy?

Some nuclear effects disappear, and different backgrounds. 
BooNEs ~ 1 GeV   <   MINOS   <   NOMAD 4++ GeV

Does it change with target nucleus?  
MINOS uses Fe, MINERvA will have Pb, Fe, C, CH, He

Are we ready to learn something from event rate
or better: absolute flux denominator (differential) cross sections? 

We have an overfull QE session at NuInt09



  

Puzzle Two:  CC coherent pion production

From La Sagrada Familia



  

CC coherent pion production
Experiments with the SciBar detector in two beams

see a very-low Q2 discrepancy, 
consistent with no coherent pion production.

SciBar in K2K Beam SciBar in BooNE Beam
Hiraide talk Thurs PM

plus new anti-neutrino results:  Tanaka on Friday



  

But NC coherent pion production is fine

MiniBooNE analysis
of NC neutral pions.

The model is doing
a reasonable job

(after some fitting)
of getting both the

resonance and 
coherent production

kinematics.

resonance πo

coherent πo



  

Dig deeper, what are the backgrounds
SciBar-K2K all samples

Nominally, experiment is driving theory, but ...
production limits are set by

uncertainties in the background samples

Before
vertex

no-activity
selection



  

Here is the SciBooNE 1-pi resonance sample

In addition to coherent pion mode.
also too much other single pion production.

Is this a nuclear model effect like in QE,
or is this an intranuclear rescattering effect?

NEUT simulation
W < 2 GeV resonances
W > 2 GeV DIS “other”

(other also includes NC)



  

More comments about
resonance pion production.

Image from T. Leitner, NuFact08 Talk



  

The resonance Q2 distribution
SciBooNE resonance 1π K2K SciFi two-track nonQE

These models are not really tuned to the Q2 shape
(approximately same model, from NEUT, MA1π ~1.2)

Both show same trend in shape
relatively more events around 0.2 compared to high Q2

[and of course, the very low Q2 region]
Lots of talks on Friday, same issues as QE and more

Effectively
area normalized

no coh-pi



  

T. Leitner, et al. PRC 79 (2009) 034601
Leitner, talk on Thursday 

Example: Giessen refits ANL exclusive pi+ data

New vector FF
full refit of axial FF

But major effort to
apply to our situation

inclusive or
high-background

data

Several other folks working along these lines
non-resonant and multi-pion contribution

plus intranuclear rescattering effects folded in.

Fit to ANL D2
Bubble Chamber

Data

Talk by Nowak Thursday, compare several models to data



  

Example: the dip in (e,e') cross sections
cartoon from Benhar, Day, Sick, Rev. Mod. Phys 80 (2008) 189

This inclusive cross section strength
has its equivalent in what “exclusive” v-N channel

modified how, and with what kinematics?

meson
exchange
currents?



  

Resonance to DIS transition

Upcoming long baseline experiments expect
much of their oscillation signal in the region.

An important background to ve appearance is
single neutral pion production

A popular way to treat this region
is to simulate the Delta explicitly

Simulate other resonances up to W = 2.0 GeV
and have a hard or phased transition to DIS

with everything tuned to reproduce total σ(E).

We expect kinematic distortions because
of this procedure.



  

NEUGEN Kinematic Plane

Division of neutrino event generator by model
with MINOS simulated event sample

Transition is 1.3 < W < 2.0

Reconstructed xBj



  

Last puzzle:  MiniBooNE low energy excess



  

MiniBooNE low energy excess
PRL 102 (2009) 101802 

No excess in their LSND-inspired oscillation signal region
Yes excess in the first three energy bins

ve appearance selected sample



  

Improvements since original publication

intrinsic
backgrounds

Tighter cut here

πo mis-id when one photon is not seen, so it looks like one electron
radiative delta decay also looks like one electron



  

Excess region
seen from other

variables

The colored lines
show the shapes

(normalized to area)
of the main

contributions
at those energies.

Missing some
standard model

interaction?
(Hill:  EW Compton)



  

Conclusions
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